IRC BUILDING SCIENCES GROUP

Bringing
the Science
of Buildings
into Focus.
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Performance. Innovation. Reliability.
IRC Building Sciences Group (IRC) is one of Canada’s largest Engineering and Consulting firms specializing in
the assessment, design, remediation, and quality observation of Roofing, Building Envelope, Structural, and
Pavement systems. Our success has been built on the research, education, and talent of our highly trained staff
who have built our reputation for delivering on our promise to serve our customers and exceed their expectations.
Performance, Innovation, and Reliability are at the heart of everything we do.

Building for a Sustainable Future

Reliability Around the Clock

IRC is one of Canada’s foremost Consulting firms, providing
sustainable building performance solutions for both
new and existing buildings. We provide our clients with
recommendations and guidance for improvement or
remediation of buildings and property assets. We follow
industry best practices for energy efficiency, greenhouse
gas reduction, and use of technology to reduce costs to the
owner and offset environmental challenges that pose a risk to
these investments.

The IRC 24/7 Emergency Service Program is a Building Owner
or Property Manager’s first and last line of defense. In the
event of a roofing emergency, we will have a contractor
on-site within hours of the first call for prompt resolution
and peace of mind for the owner. With over 30 years of Roof
Consulting expertise, IRC trained technicians can promptly
identify the cause and source of leaks and start preparing
remedial action for the owner.
Along with the cutting-edge diagnostic tools, IRC uses
state-of-the-art software to report findings and share
information with the client every step of the way. This
high level of transparency allows our clients to monitor
the progress of the work, track the dispatch and arrival of
personnel to the site, and view photos and reports pertaining
to the building.

Through careful consideration of sustainability, efficiency,
and value, our highly trained experts can extend the life and
performance of a building/property while also reducing
life-cycle costs for a greater return on investment.

Pushing the Limits.
Where Technology Meets Innovation.
Over 30 years ago, IRC Building Sciences Group was the first
Roof Consultant in Canada to prepare roofing specifications
with full colour drawings, photos, and details, to provide
clarity and conciseness for contractors and clients. We were
recognized for being ahead of the curve in the industry.
Today, we continue to utilize the most up-to-date equipment
and software, and employ staff with industry knowledge and
an aptitude for technological change.

No matter what time, day
or night, an IRC employee
will answer the call.
»» A single point of contact
until the work is complete.

Our modern diagnostic methods include Infrared
Thermography, Digital Moisture Detection, Borescope
Videography, and more. Our qualified observers are equipped
with tablets allowing them to communicate and submit
images of their findings quickly from the field. IRC Group also
utilizes a range of software applications making it easier for
Building Owners and Property Managers to get real-time,
fully transparent and detailed information about their assets.
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»» No foreign call-centres.
No confusing email chains.

»» Live person-to-person,
problem to resolution.
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Our Services
»» Property Condition Assessments
»» Capital Planning
»» Reserve Fund Studies / Depreciation Reports
»» Sustainability & Performance Audits
»» Design & Specifications
»» On-site & Product Testing
»» Heritage Restoration
»» Property Rehabilitation & Remediation
»» Project Management
»» Quality Observations
»» Asset Management Program
»» 24/7 Emergency Services

Roofing
Building
Envelope
Structural
Pavement

Roofing
Design & Specification
IRC set the industry standard over 30 years ago by being
the first Consultant in Canada to offer full-colour detailed
drawings. We continue to lead the way as early adopters
of technology by creating our designs and specifications
efficiently where the costs are clearly detailed and are
transparent to our clients so that they may make informed
decisions.
Another area where we assist our clients is during the bid
and tender process. IRC provides our clients with a list of
qualified contractors through a prequalification process that
requires demonstration of the skills and experience needed
to complete any project. We further assist our clients in
making an informed decision by preparing a summary of
the submitted bids, and recommendations for award of the
contract.

Providing Customers with
More Information to Make
Smarter Decisions.

RCI Certified & Trained
Technicians Help Diagnose
& Solve Problems Quickly

Roof Condition Assessment
IRC recommends a Roof Condition Assessment to better
understand the life expectancy of a roof and to address an
immediate concern.
The result is a promptly delivered roof analysis outlining the
strengths and weaknesses of the existing roof system. Our
findings are put into a clear and legible report that includes
photo evidence, illustrations, and a coloured AutoCAD roof
plan. We believe that a high level of clarity and transparency
is crucial to help our clients make informed decisions.
Many of our technicians are RCI Inc., RRC & RRO certified.
Our Emergency Leak responders can diagnose numerous
problems on the spot and expedite the remediation strategy.

Quality Observation
As the Owner’s representative, once a remediation or new
construction project is underway, IRC steps in to monitor
and observe work being performed by the contractors. We
foster an open dialog with the contractors on the project
and review the materials and construction practices used by
the contractor, for general conformance to the drawings and
specifications.

Capital Planning is also an important component that we
provide as part this process. We believe it is important to
provide our clients with a strategy for future investments and
expenditures to meet both the short and long-term budget
plans.
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Our Quality Observers are RCI Inc., registered. We encourage
and support training and certification standards for all of
our staff so that our in-house experts are leaders in their
respective fields.
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The Future of Roof Design.
Planning for Progress.

Rehabilitation
One of our key areas of expertise is the
preservation and restoration of older buildings
including Heritage designated properties. IRC has
had the opportunity to be involved in revitalizing
some of Canada’s most recognized historic
properties, including The West Block on Parliament
Hill and many of the City of Toronto’s identified
Heritage buildings. Our regional coast-to-coast
offices provide localized understanding of historic
requirements and regulations from all three levels
of government. We provide expertise in masonry
restoration, copper and slate replacement,
enhancements for original window fenestrations,
among others.
Today, there is an even greater need to improve
the performance of Canada’s aging infrastructure,
and as a multi-disciplinary engineering firm, we
are able to offer building rehabilitation designs to
our clients with sustainable and environmentally
friendly solutions from frame to facade.

Building Envelope
Building Condition Assessment

Design & Specification

IRC performs Building Condition Assessments using industry
leading technology which allow us to communicate our
findings in a concise, detailed and informative report,
complete with full colour photos for transparency and clarity.
Our experienced in-house staff include Building Science
Engineers, Technologists and Technicians.

The exterior facade encompasses the largest surface area
around any building and therefore building performance
is largely affected by the energy efficiency of the Building
Envelope.
The IRC team of Engineers are well versed in designing
highly efficient Building Envelope systems that meet today’s
building codes, standards and regulations. Through our
commitment to sustainable design and green technologies,
we are continually reviewing the latest materials and systems
available in an effort to provide our clients with tailor-made
solutions that are the most viable and beneficial.

Capital Planning is a key component of any Building
Condition Assessment and is designed to help owners of
Commercial, Industrial, and Institutional properties budget
for scheduled maintenance and renovations during the
building’s life-cycle. In addition, we provide Reserve Fund
Studies/Depreciation Reports and Facility Audits for Condo
Corporations, Multi-residential Buildings, Co-operatives and
Strata Corporations.

We Believe in Transparency
from Concept to Completion.
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Structural
Structural Condition Assessment

Design & Specification

It is prudent for owners of new or recently acquired
properties to commission a Structural Condition Assessment
to identify any problem areas and provide accurate
documentation outlining the structural integrity with regard
to the safety and serviceability of a building. IRC carefully
reviews building framework, foundation, load bearing walls,
roof decking and other critical areas for structural anomalies,
deficiencies, distress and/or material deterioration.

Our Engineering department has over 50 years of history and
expertise designing structures and structural components
for buildings and complex structures. We work seamlessly
with Architects, Geotechnical, Mechanical, Electrical, as
well as other Building Envelope and Roofing Consultants,
maintaining the speed and precision necessary to meet the
demands of the fast-paced industries we serve. Our portfolio
includes national food service facilities, gas stations, and
outdoor signage companies - among others.

Renowned for thoroughness, our reports are also prepared to
meet the needs of owners operating on short timelines. As
with all Condition Assessments, IRC provides a Capital Plan to
help our clients allocate future investments in maintenance
repairs and upgrades to help maintain and improve property
values.

Our Structural Designs and Specifications are praised for
the high level of detail and accuracy, bringing value to our
clients in the form of less oversights, revisions and/or costly
contractor change orders. Avoiding mistakes, delays, extras,
and material waste is why our clients choose IRC to provide a
quality Structural Design.

Rehabilitation & Remediation
IRC Group provides Rehabilitation for many types of aging
structures. Heritage buildings for example, can become
stronger, more efficient, and code-compliant with targeted
restoration of structural elements. For building expansions or
mechanical upgrades such as new HVAC or solar equipment
on the roof, structural reinforcement may be required.
Seasonal snow loads have also been known to cause damage
to older building exterior walls and roof systems. IRC takes
a holistic design approach to providing preventative and
remedial action from the inside out.
As well as being licensed nationwide, our staff of Professional
Engineers include designers who are certified by the
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Green
Building Program. IRC follows best practices and incorporates
specific requirements for water shedding, UV protection and
thermal performance into all of our designs.
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Bringing Continuity to
Building Design from
Frame to Facade.

Generating a Proactive
Approach to Maintaining
Property Value.

Pavement
Pavement Condition Assessment
Much like the Building Envelope, paved surfaces are a
significant part of a building’s curb appeal. They affect
property value, and if not maintained, can result in owner
liability. At IRC our Pavement Engineering experts are
trained to evaluate the current condition of asphalt and
concrete surfaces, and provide a plan for both maintenance
and renewal to help our clients extend the lifespan of this
property asset.
With each Pavement Assessment, IRC includes a Capital Plan
which aides Building Owners and Property Managers in longterm planning and scheduling of repairs and/or rehabilitation
of the asphalt pavement and concrete surfaces

Design & Specification

Quality Observation

With an experienced and professional team of Pavement
Engineers and concrete experts, IRC Group implements best
practices for clients looking to save money and enhance
the performance of their paved surfaces. Not only do our
designs and specifications embrace the importance of safety,
accessibility, and aesthetics, all of our work is created with
value and high return on investment in mind. Smart designs
and quality materials mean less maintenance and improved
lifecycle costs.

IRC Quality Observation procedures establish the parameters
and guidelines by which reliable contractors follow the
design and material specifications. This in turn holds each
party accountable to these high standards, and provides for
work being completed on time, on budget, and in a manner
that is safe and considerate of the occupants.
We have a forensic aptitude for record keeping and
documentation with the use of digital photos that allow us
to keep our clients informed during the work in progress.
Along with our regular presence on site, IRC acts as a liaison
with contractors by providing Contract Administration and
Payment Certification until project completion.

IRC detailed full-colour designs and specifications are widely
praised for their accuracy and “big-picture” representation
of the specified components. Loading docks, gate and
access controls, roadways and sidewalks, curbs, pathways,
and parking lots, are all within our area of expertise. Project
Management services include contract administration,
tendering, standardization of bid responses, seasonal
construction scheduling, and cost control of extras and
change orders. With several years of experience managing
large and small projects from coast to coast, IRC Group
brings a high quality of expertise before, during, and after
construction.

Our clients can feel confident that the result of these efforts
will provide the quality and long-term performance expected
from any IRC Pavement Engineering Project.
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IRC Building Sciences Group

1.888.607.5245
info@ircgroup.com | ircgroup.com
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Proudly Serving Canadian Customers Locally
from Coast to Coast for over 30 Years.

